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Split a list
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Split a list



I have a list of dataframes i.e. each list element is a dataframe with three columns and differing number of rows. The third column takes on only two values. I wish to split the list into two sublists based on the value of the third column of the list element. 
Second issue with lists as well. I would like to reduce each of the sublist based on the range of the second column, i.e. if the range of




Convert back to lower triangular matrix
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Convert back to lower triangular matrix



Given a vector;> ab = seq(0.5,1, by=0.1)> ab[1] 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
The euclidean distance between the vector elements is given by the lower triangular matrix > dd1 = dist(ab,"euclidean")> dd1    1   2   3   4   52 0.1                3 0.2 0.1            4 0.3 0.2 0.1        5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1    6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1
Convert the lower triangular matrix to a full




Reducing a matrix
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Reducing a matrix



I wish to rearrange the matrix, df, such that all there are not repeated x values. Particularly, for each value of x that is reated, the corresponded y value should fall under the appropriate column.  For example, the x value 3 appears 4 times under the different columns of y, i.e. y1,y2,y3,y4. The output should be such that for the lone value of 3 selected for x, the corresponding row entries




Handling repeated values differently
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Handling repeated values differently



mat is a matrix with X and Y values. 
> mat
       X  Y
 [1,] 56 20
 [2,] 56 21
 [3,]  2 50
 [4,]  3 46
 [5,] 18 77
 [6,] 57 12
 [7,] 57 36
 [8,] 95 45
 [9,] 65 23
[10,] 33 25
[11,] 33 98
[12,] 63 96
[13,] 66 75
[14,] 99 54
[15,] 78 65
[16,] 75 69
[17,] 54 68
[18,] 54 67
[19,]  0 22
[20,] 14 74
[21,] 15 52
[22,] 46 10
[23,]  6 20
[24,]  6 30

As you can see, some of the X values repeat. I wish




Rearranging entries in a matrix
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Rearranging entries in a matrix



I have a matrix, called data. I used the code below to rearrange the data such that the first column remains the same, but the y value falls under either columns 2, 3 or 4, depending on the value of z. If z=1 for example, then the value of y will fall under column 2, if z=2, the value of y falls under column 3, and so on. 

data
  x  y z
[1,] 50 13 1
[2,] 14  8 2
[3,]  3  7 3
[4,]  4 16 1
[5,]  6 




plot mixed variables
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plot mixed variables



My data consists of a numeric (yy)
  variable and a categorical (xx) variable, as shown below.
  
 


xx =
c(rep("C", 5), rep("D",5))

yy = rnorm(10, 0, 4)

xx1 =
as.integer(as.factor(xx))

 

plot(xx1, yy, ylim =
c(-13.5, 4), col="blue")

 

I
wish to generate a scatter plot of the data such that instead of 1 it prints C,
and instead of 2, it prints D on the x- axis.




Convert full matrix back to lower triangular matrix
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Convert full matrix back to lower triangular matrix



Given a vector;> ab = seq(0.5,1, by=0.1)> ab[1] 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
The euclidean distance between the vector elements is given by the lower triangular matrix > dd1 =
 dist(ab,"euclidean")> dd1    1   2   3   4   52 0.1                3 0.2 0.1            4 0.3 0.2 0.1        5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1    6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1
Convert the lower triangular matrix to a full




Selecting rows of a matrix based on some condition on the columns
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Selecting rows of a matrix based on some condition on the columns



The data set consists of two sets of matrices, as labelled by the columns, T's and C's. 

> xy
       x    T1    T2    T3    T4    T5    C1    C2    C3    C4    C5
 [1,] 50  0.00  0.00 33.75  0.00  0.00  0.00 36.76  0.00 35.26  0.00
 [2,] 13 34.41  0.00  0.00 36.64 32.86 34.11 35.80 37.74  0.00  0.00
 [3,] 14 35.85  0.00 33.88 36.68 34.88 34.58  0.00 32.75 37.45  0.00
 [4,] 33 34.56 




'R CMD INSTALL mypkg' doesn't always update help pages
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'R CMD INSTALL mypkg' doesn't always update help pages



Hi,

'R CMD INSTALL mypkg' and 'install.packages(mypkg, repos=NULL)' don't
update mypkg help pages when mypkg is a source directory. They only
install new help pages if there are some but they leave the already
installed pages untouched. So you end up with mixed man pages from
different versions of the package :-/

I found no mention of this in 'R CMD INSTALL --help' or




Error in building library - R CMD build mypkg.
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Error in building library - R CMD build mypkg.



----- Forwarded by Ajay DAS/US/BMNA01 on 05/19/2008 03:11 PM -----
                                                                                                                                     
                      Ajay DAS                                                                                                       
                                               To:       r-help




Rcmd install mypkg
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Rcmd install mypkg



I noticed that in "R version 2.4.0 alpha (2006-09-16 r39365)" on Windows XP
that I get this error:

C:\Rpkgs>Rcmd install mypkg
no Perl script 'install'

The same command worked with no error in 2.3.1pat.  If I capitalize
INSTALL it does work; however, this was not necessary previously.

Note that

C:\Rpkgs>Rcmd check mypkg

unlike install, still works in either lower or
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how to use debug.mypkg



Dear all,

The package "affy" has the following statement in file "AffyBatch.R":
if (debug.affy123) cat("-->initAffyBatch\n")

This is great and I would also like to use it. However, when I run my 
package
I get the following error:
Error in .local(object, ...) : object "debug.mypkg" not found

Since I am not able to find the position where




Building package/DESCRIPTION file not existing?
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Building package/DESCRIPTION file not existing?



Hello useRs
 
I am trying to build a package for personal use and for making easier working with other people but I keep getting the same error message about the DESCRIPTION file not existing.
 
when trying to install from a source tar.gz file:
 
Error in .read_description(dfile) : 
  file 'C:/Users/Propriétaire/AppData/Local/Temp/RtmpHFMONb/R.INSTALL647a3535/mypkg/DESCRIPTION' does not




GNU tar does not ignore files in .Rbuildignore (PR#1339)
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GNU tar does not ignore files in .Rbuildignore (PR#1339)



Full_Name: David O. Nelson
Version: 1.4.1
OS: solaris 2.7
Submission from: (NULL) (128.115.150.74)


Putting patterns in .Rbuildignore has no effect when the tar being used is gnu
tar (1.13) on solaris 2.7, whilst /usr/sbin/tar works perfectly.

TO REPRODUCE:

The current directory contains a source package directory ./mypkg...

bimini.jgi-psf.org% echo >mypkg/foo
bimini.jgi-psf.org% echo




cygwing warming when creating a package in windows
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cygwing warming when creating a package in windows



Dear All,

I am a beginner creating R packages.  I followed the Leisch (2009) tutorial
and the document ?Writing R Extensions? to write an example.

I installed R 2.12.2 (I also tried R2.13.2),  the last version of Rtools and
the recommended packages in a PC with Windows 7 Home Premium.

I can run  R CMD INSTALL linmod in the command prompt and the R CMD check
linmod. The following outputs are




Error in building library - R CMD build mypkg.
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Error in building library - R CMD build mypkg.



Hi,

I am getting an error when I am trying to build a library in R for windows
. I am using R 2.7.0 in windows. I am following the instructions listed in
the R Help for package creation.

require(stats)
## two functions and two "data sets" :
f <- function(x,y) x+y
g <- function(x,y) x-y
d <- data.frame(a=1, b=2)
e <- rnorm(1000)





problem building a package with C code (PR#13572)
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problem building a package with C code (PR#13572)



Hi, my name is Paula. Im trying to learn how to build an R package in
Windows XP using a simple example which includes a C source code. The
foo.c file is located in mypkg/src/foo.c.

I used the command  Rcmd build --force --binary [pkgpath]. The problem is
when I install the zip file in R the function foo doesn?t exist.

The result a recieved during the building process is copied below.

I really




Newbie creating package with compiled code
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Newbie creating package with compiled code



Hi R Gurus!

I'm trying to create a test package using the package.skeleton function.
I wanted to  add some compiled code too.
In the src library, I put together a baby subroutine, compiled it and created
a test.dll

When I use the R cmd build, it works fine.  But I get into trouble
with the R CMD check section.


/home/Desktop/R-2.5.1/bin # ./R CMD check mypkg
* checking for working latex ...




timings for examples in R CMD check
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timings for examples in R CMD check



I'm having a very hard time making R CMD check produce a clean check on 
examples because of the timings inserted into examples by R CMD check.

I am getting a difference on every example output caused by timing 
information being inserted by 'R CMD check'.

The current 'Writing R Extensions' manual[1] states on p. 14:

    If directory tests has a subdirectory Examples




Creating a R package for Windows XP
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Creating a R package for Windows XP



Hi:

I'm trying to create a package to pass to someone else to use a group of
functions with help files.  I'm working on Windows XP.

Step One:  I use the example

>       ## two functions and two "data sets" :
>       f <- function(x,y) x+y
>       g <- function(x,y) x-y
>       d <- data.frame(a=1, b=2)
>       e <- rnorm(1000)
> 
>      













